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Mr. Chair, delegates. My name is Oya Ozarslan and I am the Chair of Transparency
Internatonal Turkey. I appreciate the opportunity to speak to you today about TI-Turkey’s
experience in ant-corrupton eforts in my country and in the UNCAC review process.
The UNCAC country review process is a useful tool for the signatory partes to the
Conventon as well as for civil society monitoring the governments' compliance. CSOs
reportng on natonal implementaton of the Conventon and their specifc fndings and
recommendatons could contribute to a constructve dialogue with government
delegatons leading to progress.
TI-Turkey has been contributng to the ant-corrupton eforts in Turkey on a number of
fronts, from private sector integrity to public surveys, from training journalists, to campaigns
on disclosure of assets and campaign fnancing. TI-Turkey also makes annual contributons
to EU progress reports and TI’s Exportng Corrupton report on enforcement of the OECD
ant-bribery conventon, as well as providing consultatons to other internatonal
organizatons, such as GRECO and OSCE. We are endorsed by the Turkish government as the
co-chair of Ant-Corrupton Working Group in the G20 2015 Turkish leadership.
Turkey has been signatory to the Conventon since 2003, ratfying by 2006, and the country
review process started in 2013. TI-Turkey was trained on the UNCAC review mechanism and
actvely monitored the process by contactng the authorites and sending ofcial requests.
We have decided to prepare a Parallel Report on Turkey's compliance with the Conventon
and are planning to make that report public.
The overall fndings of this report indicate that Turkey’s legal
regime fulfls UNCAC requirements in general terms. Turkey is commended for having
bribery as an ofence for natonal and foreign public ofcials and amending the provisions in
accordance with internatonal conventons. Turkey has also passed a special law on antmoney laundering as well as the secondary legislatons, implementatons thereof is well
organized. Also Turkish law complies with the content of extraditon provisions of the
Conventon.
Even though Turkey's compliance with UNCAC is overall adequate, there are serious
concerns about Turkey's implementaton of the Conventon. Shortcomings are usually in the
areas of enforcement, creatng impunity in some of the major corrupton cases. Also
independence of the judiciary from the executve powers and the increasing amount of

pressure applied to the judges and prosecutors are raising serious queston marks about
enforcement.
Another subject is efectveness of oversight and adequacy of access to informaton. In a
signifcant number of judicial reports prepared by the Turkish Court of Accounts (the TCA
indicate that access to informaton appears to an obstacle. Public insttutons being audited
did not provide necessary informaton or documents to the TCA auditors therefore there
were inadequacies in the audit reports. Since reports prepared by the TCA indicatng public
loss are not also disclosed to the public by law, the efectveness of the auditng, detectng
and monitoring corrupt behavior in public sector is questonable. While preparing
the Parallel Report, informaton on cases were collected from media channels since the
Turkish Criminal Law restricts disclosure of informaton about details of cases.
Also, Turkey has adopted a natonal strategy for enhancing transparency and strengthening
the fght against corrupton, including an acton plan (2010-2014). However, as of the end of
2014, no informaton had been given to parliament or civil society about the results. CSOs
had a limited opportunity to contribute to the development of the acton plan and at
present CSOs and the general public have a lack knowledge of the Government’s plans
in 2015 and thereafer.
Civil society dialogue is an important phase of the UNCAC review process, however, there
was generally a lack of informaton, which is a chronic problem in Turkey. For example,
the Turkish government did not provide informaton about the focal point, this could be
only verifed by verbal communicaton, nor the fact that the country is going thorough the
review process as well as the tmetable was not indicated anywhere in the ofcial websites.
Self-assessment checklist was prepared without consultng with the CSOs and was not made
available to the public. TI-Turkey is thankful for being invited to the ofcial consultaton
along with two other groups whose primary areas of work are not fghtng
against corrupton. While preparing the Parallel Report, we made a number of
ofcial requests which were not answered.
On a fnal note, even though UNCAC review mechanism provides a number of opportunites
of collaboraton between CSOs and signatory partes, there are areas that certainly need to
be improved. The fact that only the executve summary of the report is published goes into
the heart of the issues as transparency and accountability. So far only 36 countries have
done so—much more transparency is needed.

